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RHEINISCHE FRIEDRICH-WILHELMS-UNIVERSITÄT BONN
English-Language Masters Programs and International Double Degree Programs

The University of Bonn offers specially designed courses that are particularly geared towards international students. They are bilingual or fully taught in English and offer special counseling and support services for international students. Some also award a double degree.

**English-Language Masters Programs**

Courses in the following programs are taught in English. Please note: for admission to courses marked with an asterisk (*), proof of German language competency is required.

- Agricultural and Food Economics (M.Sc.)
- Agricultural Sciences and Resource Management in the Tropics and Subtropics (M.Sc.)
- Anthropology of the Americas (M.A.), English/Spanish
- Applied Linguistics (M.A.)*
- Astrophysik, Astrophysics (M.Sc.)
- Biochemistry (M.Sc.)
- Chemistry (M.Sc.)
- Computer Science (M.Sc.)
- Economics (M.Sc.)
- Ecumenical Studies (M.A.)
- English Literatures and Cultures (M.A.)*
- Europäische und Asiatische Kunstgeschichte (M.A.)
- Extended Ecumenical Studies (M.A.)
- Geochemistry/Petrology (M.Sc.)
- Geodetic Engineering (M.Sc.)*
- Geography of Environmental Risks and Human Security (M.Sc.)
- Geology (M.Sc.)
- Immunobiology: From molecules to integrative systems (M.Sc.)
- Kulturstudien zu Lateinamerika/Estudios culturales de América Latina (M.A.)
- Life Science Informatics (M.Sc.)
- Mathematics (M.Sc.)
- Medical Immunosciences and Infection (M.Sc.)
- Microbiology (M.Sc.)
- Molecular Biology and Biotechnology (M.Sc.)
- Neurosciences (M.Sc.)
- North American Studies (M.A.)*
- Organismic Biology, Evolutionary Biology and Palaeobiology (OEP-Biology) (M.Sc.)
- Paleontology (M.Sc.)
- Physik, Physics (M.Sc.)*
- Plant Sciences (M.Sc.)
Erasmus Mundus

- European Master in Agricultural, Food and Environmental Policy Analysis (AFEPA)

International Double Degree Programs (B.A./M.A./M.Sc.)

- Agricultural and Food Economics (M.Sc.) in cooperation with the University of Wageningen, Netherlands
- Asienwissenschaften (M.A.), Profil “Japanologie TEACH”, in cooperation with the University of Tsukuba, Japan, and Korea University, Korea
- Asienwissenschaften (M.A.), Profil “Koreanistik TEACH”, in cooperation with the University of Tsukuba, Japan, and Korea University, Korea
- Asienwissenschaften (M.A.), Profil “Chinesische Sprache und Translation”, in cooperation with Beijing Foreign Studies University, China
- Deutsch-Französische Studien/Études Franco-Allemandes (B.A./M.A.), in cooperation with Sorbonne Université, France
- Deutsch-Italienische Studien/Studi italo-tedeschi (B.A./M.A.), in cooperation with Università degli Studi di Firenze, Italy
- Geography of Environmental Risks and Human Security (M.Sc.), in cooperation with the United Nations University, Tokyo/Bonn (joint degree)
- German and Comparative Literature (M.A.), in cooperation with the University of St Andrews, UK
- Renaissance-Studien/Studi sul Rinascimento europeo (M.A.), in cooperation with Università degli Studi di Firenze, Italy
- Spanische Kultur und europäische Identität/Cultura y pensamiento europeo: tradición y pervivencia (M.A.), in cooperation with Universidad de León, Spain

Postgraduate Training programs

- Global Health Risk Management & Hygiene Policies
- Master of Drug Regulatory Affairs – bilingual program English/German
- Master of European Studies – Governance and Regulation (M.E.S.)
International Graduate Schools and Doctoral Programs

**Bonn International Graduate Schools**

Bonn International Graduate Schools (BIGS) offer excellent doctoral programs conforming to the highest international standards. They provide graduate students with outstanding research conditions, access to international research partnerships and educational programs tailored to their needs. BIGS provide the best possible preparation to embark on a high-level career in research and beyond.

- Bonn International Graduate School of Mathematics
- Bonn Graduate School of Economics
- Bonn-Cologne Graduate School of Physics and Astronomy
- International Graduate School Life & Medical Sciences
- Bonn International Graduate School of Drug Sciences
- Bonn International Graduate School Oriental and Asian Studies
- Bonn International Graduate School of Neuroscience
- Bonn International Graduate School of Chemistry
- Bonn International Graduate School Clinical and Population Science
- Bonn International Graduate School Immunosciences and Infection
- Bonn International Graduate School for Development Research
- Theodor-Brinkman-Gaduate School at the Agricultural Faculty

[www.bigs.uni-bonn.de](http://www.bigs.uni-bonn.de)

**Further international structured doctoral programs**

**Graduate Programs in Medicine and Life Sciences**

- SciMed Doctoral College
- Integrated Research Training Group at the DFG Collaborative Research Centre “Synaptic Micronetworks in Health and Disease”
- Graduate Program “Neuroimmunology”
- DFG Research Training Group “Pharmacology of 7TM-receptors and downstream signaling pathways”
- International Max Planck Research School for Brain and Behaviour
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Graduate Programs in Humanities

- Doctoral Program at the Bonn Center for Dependency and Slavery Studies
- Trinational Graduate College “European Founding Myths in Literature, Arts and Music” (in German/French/Italian)
- DFG Research Training Group “Archaeology of Pre-Modern Economics”
- Structured Doctoral Program in German Studies (in German)
- German-Italian Doctoral College (in German)
- Trinational Graduate College “Mass and Integration in Antique Societies” (in German/French)
- Trinational Doctoral Program in Italian Studies (in German/Italian)

Graduate Programs in Mathematics and Natural Sciences

- Integrated Research Training Group at the Transregional Collaborative Research Centre “Periods, moduli spaces and arithmetic of algebraic varieties”
- International Max Planck Research School Moduli Spaces
- Graduate School “Digital Material Appearance”
- International Max Planck Research School for Astronomy and Astrophysics
- Integrated Research Training Group at the DFG Collaborative Research Centre “Synaptic Micronetworks in Health and Disease”
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▷ DFG Research Training Group “Pharmacology of 7tM-receptors and downstreaming signaling pathways”
▷ Integrated Research Training Group at the Transregional Collaborative Research Centre “Subnuclear Structure of Matter”
▷ Marie Curie Initial Training Network “Training for Career Development in High-Radiation Environment Technologies”
▷ Marie Curie Initial Training Network “Tumour Infiltrating Myeloid Compartment Cells”

Graduate Programs in Economics

▷ DFG Research Training Group “Macroeconomics of Inequality”
Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn

International Office
Poppelsdorfer Allee 102
53115 Bonn (Germany)

www.internationales.uni-bonn.de

www.uni-bonn.de/studying/
www.uni-bonn.de/research/